
Mvskoke Youth 
Cultural Arts
Mentorship



THE BEGINNING

The Mvskoke Youth Cultural Arts Mentorship (MYCAM) is inspired by the For Girls Becoming

Mentorship created by Joy Harjo and Jennifer Foerster in 2017.  The MYCAM focuses on 

strengthening traditional knowledge, increasing cultural participation, and building resilience

and protective factors in youth.  The MYCAM utilizes intergenerational relationships to

deepen cultural knowledge and practices for future generations.



PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
Developing this project included working with the creators, mentees and mentors of the For

Girls Becoming Mentorship to review and discuss lessons learned and to build on the

successes of the program.  MYCAM is similar to For Girls Becoming in that it provides an

intensive mentorship for five (5) months that features a showcare of the mentees’

accomplishments.  The MYCAM extends the mentorship for an additional four (4) months to

provide support to the youth in continued learning and preparation for peer presentations

and concludes with a closing ceremony.  The overall goal of the MYCAM project was to

create this curriculum to allow for replication of the mentorship.  The curriculum will guide

you in hosting a mentorship program and provide tools to implement and build upon.

Program Outcomes

There are many factors to consider for a mentorship program such as identifying the number

of program participants, length of the project, program activities, and individual progress.  

All of these factors can be decided by determining the program outcomes or objectives.  The

program outcomes may be dependent on funding and availability of staff to implement the

program.   

The MYCAM’s focus is to sustain the Mvskoke way of life by sharing traditional arts with

youth.  Additionally, the MYCAM promotes the concept of “Culture is Prevention.”  By

connecting youth to culture, they gain a better sense of identity and tools that promote

resilience.  Throughout the mentorship, the youth participants gain skills and knowledge that

increase their personal protective factors to strengthen their ability to be successful in life. 

In turn, the mentees educate and inspire others to connect with the Mvskoke culture.

Factors to consider are tribal citizenship, age, maturity level, skill level, location,

availability of transportation, access to technology.

For Mentors a criminal background check and personal references are recommended.

Program Eligibility

Determine Mentee and Mentor Eligibility 

The MYCAM focuses on mentoring ten (10) Muscogee (Creek) citizens, ages 14-24, for nine

(9) months.  It was determined that high school and college aged youth were the best fit for

this project because of the maturity level of the youth and potential to be better able to

attend mentoring sessions.



Program Length

“While research has consistently found strong effects for programs that last one calendar

year (or one academic year, in the case of school-based programs), there are examples of

targeted programs that achieve meaningful results with mentoring relationships of a much

shorter duration.  This type of modification in program duration and intensity is most likely to

be applicable to programs with very targeted and limited goals, such as those with an

emphasis on using a mentoringlike relationship to deliver specific lessons or develop specific

skills (typically using a defined curriculum taught over a short period of time).” 

(www.mentoring.org)

The MYCAM is a 12 month program including the planning and recruitment phase.  However

the actual mentoring lasts for a nine (9) month period to allow as much time as possible for

the mentoring relationship to develop and grow and to provide an opportunity for youth to

provide peer presentations in the community.  The MYCAM timeline is as follows:

It is suggested that each mentoring program create a timeline for 

implementation of program activities.



Budget

The program budget may include:  honorariums, mentee presentation supplies, and supplies

for program activities, transportation costs, and staffing costs.  The MYCAM program

provided monthly honorariums for both the mentor and mentee, assistance with supplies for

the mentee presentations.  Additionally, the budget assisted with food, supplies and meeting

space for an Opening Gathering, Mentee Showcase and Closing Ceremony.  

Sample Budget:

Keep in mind that this is a sample budge.  Cost will vary depending on how many mentees

and mentors, amount of honorarium and local prices for supplies, space, food etc. MNYS

encourages programs to utilize community partners and organizations to offset costs.  

Staffing Responsibilities

Project staff are responsible for all phases of the mentoring project, identifying and

creating and implementing assessment tools, event planning, resource and referral,

managing financial duties and reporting.

Project staff should be highly involved in monitoring of the mentoring relationships by

reviewing the mentoring log and communicating with both the mentor, mentee and family

(if applicable).   



This is evaluated at the five (5) and nine (9) month points through self-assessment by the

mentee and mentor.  

Tools used:  MYCAM Initial, 6 Month, Final Surveys and Presenter Report 

This is evaluated at the one (1), five (5), and nine (9) month points through self-

assessment by the mentee.  

Tools used:  Wellness Assessment 

The Wellness Assessment was developed in conjunction with youth and addresses 

 the areas of Social, Occupational, Physical, Intellectual, Emotional, and Spiritual

wellness.  

The tool is used to assist the youth in creating an overall Wellness Plan.  

This is evaluated at the one (1), five (5), and nine (9) month points through self-

assessment by the mentee.  

Tools used:  Youth Thrive Survey 

The Youth Thrive Survey was developed by the Center for the Study of Social Policy

was utilized.  The Youth Thrive Survey is a valid and reliable web-based instrument

that measures the presence, strength, and growth of the Youth Thrive Protective and

Promotive Factors as proxy indicators of well-being.  More information on the Youth

Thrive assessment is available at:   

This is evaluated at mentee presentations.  

Tools used:  MYCAM Presentation Survey 

Program Evaluation

The MYCAM focused on evaluating the following:

Mentee Cultural Arts Knowledge/Skills, Interpersonal Skills, and Cultural Connections 

Mentee Wellness

Mentee Protective Factors 

             https://cssp.org/our-work/project/youth-thrive#survey-instrument

*The Wellness Assessment and Youth Thrive Survey should be administered by project staff in

a one on one meeting with the mentee. 

Participant Inspiration 

https://cssp.org/our-work/project/youth-thrive#survey-instrument.
https://cssp.org/our-work/project/youth-thrive#survey-instrument.


Create a flyer to advertise for mentees and mentors.  

Use all available methods for advertisement such as:  website, social media, community

events, school distribution, newspaper, etc.  

Make direct asks of mentees and mentors identified by the program staff, community

members, etc. 

Mentors may be identified by potential mentees and their families.

Mentors may be identified by other recruited mentors.  

Complete application.

Provide required documents (tribal citizenship), and a letter of reference that speaks to

their skill, maturity, and ability to commit to the length of the program.

Complete Wellness Assessment and Wellness Plan.

Complete Youth Thrive survey.

Complete project initial project surveys/evaluations.

Complete application.

Provide required documents (tribal citizenship), and have a criminal background check

completed

Complete initial project surveys/evaluations.

The Mvskoke Nation Youth Services (MNYS)  recommends using the Elements of Effective

Practice for Mentoring to develop each phase of the mentoring program which includes: 

recruitment, screening, training, matching/initiating, monitoring/support, and closure.  The

MYCAM has incorporated each of these phases that will be described in the Mentoring

section of the curriculum.  Reference:  https://www.mentoring.org/program-

resources/elements-of-effective-practice-for-mentoring 

RECRUITMENT

Advertisement

Natural Mentors

SCREENING

Mentees

Mentors

MENTORING PROGRAM BASICS



The orientation is held during the Opening Gathering.

Mentors and Mentees (parent/guardian if under the age of 18) must attend.

The orientation will include information on the Program Goals, Meeting Requirements,

Documenting of Contacts, Calendar of Events, Child Safety and Mandatory Reporting.

and Required Documents such as:
Mentor Contract

Photo Consent Liability Waiver

Financial Related Documents such as a W-9 form for processing monthly honorariums

Program Binder
Mentors and mentees should be provided with a binder including all of the information and

documents referenced above.

Another option to consider is creating a shared folder on an online platform such as Google Drive

and providing access to each mentor and mentee for their reference.  

Training on the basics of presentation and use of visual aids like PowerPoint for the

mentees should be held at least two (2) months prior to the Showcase.

MNYS developed a training called Present Like a PRO for the MYCAM mentees.  

Ongoing training for the mentors and mentees can be provided as needed.  

Training for the mentees should focus on areas of need based on the Wellness

Assessment and Youth Thrive Survey results.

Training to the mentors should focus on:  Adolescent Development, Social Connections,

Cognitive & Social-Emotional Competence, Support in Times of Need, Youth Resilience,

and Program and Procedures Updates. 

Matches are based on the cultural art interest of the youth and skills and abilities of the

mentor.  

Matches may be self-identified by the youth and their family.

Other factors to consider are physical location, gender, etc.  

TRAINING

Orientation

Presentation Training

Ongoing Training

MATCHING & INITIATING

Utilize the applications to determine the mentoring match.  



Matches are introduced during the opening gathering.

Utilize getting to know you games and activities to introduce mentees and mentors and

begin relationship development.

Allow time for the mentee and mentor to discuss personal expectations and set goals for

the mentorship.

Document the mentee goals in writing.  The youth should keep the original with copies

provided to the mentor and for the mentee file.

Utilize technology for documentation if available.

Each mentee should be assessed at the beginning of the mentorship and assisted in

developing a personal wellness plan.  (Wellness Assessment and Goal Planning forms are

available in the appendices.) 

Goal planning should be done individually with each youth prior to the orientation.  

The wellness plan may include goals for the mentorship and may be added to or updated

during the initial meeting with the mentor.  

For the first five months of the mentorship, mentees and mentors should meet at least

two (2) times per month.  Additional meetings are encouraged.

For the last four months or the mentorship, mentees and mentors should meet at least

one (1) time per month.  Additional meetings are encouraged.

Focus of the meetings are on learning the cultural art and the mentee's artistic goals.

During the last four (4) months of the mentorship, focus should also include preparing for

Peer Presentations.  

Mentees may discuss personal issues with their mentor.  Mentors will provide resources

and referrals as needed and document.  

Mentors will also communicate needs to the family (if applicable) and the program

staff.  

Meetings can happen in-person or virtually.  

Virtual meetings should be used for check-ins or if the location or circumstances of the

mentee and mentor restrict their ability to connect in-person.

MONITORING & SUPPORTING

Goal Planning 

Mentoring Meetings



Mentees and mentors are required to log each contact in a mentor log.  A hard copy is

available in the appendices.

The mentoring log should include the following:

Name

Role (mentee or mentor)

Date

Type of Contact (In-Person, Online, Email, Phone)

Activities

Comments/Areas of Concern

Staff should review the log regularly and address concerns immediately.

Honorariums should not be processed until the monthly logs are complete.  This will

provide an added incentive for the mentees and mentors.

Establish a monthly mentee call and a mentor support group. This may be done through

various methods such as conference call, Band.us, etc. and includes:

Mentee/Mentor updates

Mentorship program updates

Ongoing Training 

Self Care Activities

It is suggested that you incorporate culture and tradition into the self care

activities.  For example:  Hosting a beading class while talking about anxiety.

Written updates should also be made through email and/or online platforms such as

Google Drive, Facebook Group, Band.us, Group Chat, Remind.com, etc.  

It is important to include the mentee’s family in the communication if the youth is under

the age of 18.  This helps to provide the mentee with additional support in completing

program requirements.  

Showcase 

Mentees will provide a presentation during the fifth (5th) month of the mentorship.  

It is recommended to use a large room with individual tables for each mentee.   

The setup will be similar to an art gallery display where event attendees will visit on

their own as they walk about the event space.  

Monthly Mentor Logs

Monthly Mentee Call/Mentor Support Group

Mentee Presentations



Mentees can use a laptop to show their PowerPoint presentation to assist them in

presenting at their tables.

It is suggested that a meal or food be provided during the Showcase. 

The MYCAM project agenda was designed for mentee presentations for an hour

before and after the sit down meal.  This allowed attendees to attend one or both of

the presentation sessions.

If using the recommended timeline for the project, the Showcase will occur in January

which is the national Mentoring month.  (This presents opportunities to recognize the

mentees and mentors.)

Mentees should display tools, materials and products of their work. 

The mentee should complete the Presenter Report for the Showcase and provide to

project staff.

Mentees will provide presentations at various events and activities.  

This is an opportunity to partner with existing community events and organizations.  

This may be done as:

Individual presentation

Online presentation

Using the Showcase format

Make and Take tutorials

The mentee should complete the Presenter Report for each presentation and provide to

project staff.

Mentees will be referred to resources to help them meet their personal and artistic

needs.  

Mentors will communicate with program staff to determine appropriate resources and

share information with the mentee (and their family).

Mentors will document resource and referral interactions in the Mentor Log.

Program staff will provide resource information to the mentee (and their family) and the

mentor.  

Program staff will follow up with the mentee (and their family) to determine progress,

provide additional resources and offer ongoing support.   

Program staff will document resource and referral interactions in the Mentor Log.

Peer Presentations 

Resource & Referral



Crises should be handled according to program guidelines.

The goal is to ensure the safety of the mentee and compliance with mandatory reporting

laws.

It is suggested that you develop a plan for recognizing your mentors and mentees.

Ideas for recognition may include:

Press Release announcing the beginning of the mentorship project.

Greeting Cards for holidays and birthdays.

Monthly Recognition of mentors and mentees using social media, website, etc.  

Certificates or other awards.

Participation in National Mentoring Month activities.  If you are using the suggested

timeline, the Showcase will be held in January.  This provides a special opportunity to

celebrate.  For more information and ideas go to:  www.mentoring.org.   

Identifying accomplishments of the mentee and mentors and benefits for the future for

both.

Affirming of the mentee and mentors contributions.

Showing gratitude for the experience.

Reviewing of the program guidelines regarding closure of the mentoring relationship.

Completion of required paperwork such as the Match Closure Summary and the Final

Survey. 

Consider sending Thank You cards to program participants.  You may also provide cards

and postage paid envelopes for the mentors and mentees to send thank you cards to

each other. 

Crisis Intervention

Recognition

It is important to provide recognition of the mentees, mentors and the program.   It not only,

encourages the participants, but it can serve as a means of recruitment for new participants.   

The MNYS program hosts a yearly Mvskoke Youth Awards.  Awards for an outstanding

Mentor, Mentee and Family have been added to the list of awards.  

CLOSURE

It is important to have closure of the mentoring relationship to ensure that it is beneficial to

both the mentee and mentor.  This may be done in a variety of ways such as individual

closure meetings for each match or a closing ceremony.  The closure meeting should include:

https://www.mentoring.org/


ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

Culture

As this project is focused on the cultural arts, consider how additional aspects of the culture

can be incorporated into the programming.  Consult with elders and other cultural experts to

ensure determine if there are cultural practices or language that can be the associated with

the various components and activities of this project.  Be sure that the inclusion of these

components are done respectfully and appropriately. 

Transportation

Transportation of program participants should be in compliance with program

guidelines.  The MYCAM project relied on the mentors and mentees providing their own

transportation to and from mentoring meetings.  Program staff provided transportation for

the mentees to presentations.

If your program does not allow for transportation of the youth, consider local transportation

options, partnerships, or bring the program to where the youth reside.  This will support the

youth's ability to participate and complete the program.

Technology

Technology provides an added bonus for obtaining and documenting information and to

track overall outcomes.  It is important to consider the the participants access to and level of

comfort in using technology. Be flexible and find the method that works best for each

participant by using a combination of both written and electronic forms.    

The MYCAM project utilized a mix of both technology and paper forms.  All forms can be

located in the Appendices and online forms may be accessed through the MNYS shared

Google Forms located at:  https://www.mvskokeyouth.com/downloads.

Technology also provides another avenue for the mentoring relationship to continue.  The

MYCAM project allowed for email, text, phone calls and face time as a means for the

mentors and mentees to maintain contact with each other.  This proved helpful as the

mentorship was in it's final months during the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020.  Additionally,

technology will allow for mentoring even when the mentor and and mentee live in different

cities and states.  

*It is important to consider safety pre-cautions to ensure that the mentoring relationships are

appropriate.  

https://www.mvskokeyouth.com/downloads




Activity
Lesson
Plans



Lesson Name :  Opening Gathering

Time needed :

Goals:

Supplies :

Handouts :

4 Hours

Orient participants to the cultural arts program

Complete required paperwork

Initiating of the mentoring relationships

Establish mentorship goals

Pens

Participant Sign In List

Participant Binders

Laptops - if internet is available 

Supplies for icebreakers and team building activities

Table decorations

Meal Supplies - tablecloths, plates, napkins, plastic ware, serving

utensils, food

Mentee/Family/Mentor Contracts 

Photo Consent Liability 

WaiverMandatory Reporting

W-9 Form - For processing monthly honorariums

Calendar of Events



Instructions :

Location - The location for this event should include space for

tables and chairs to accommodate all participants and staff. 

Additionally, space is needed for group activities.  

Agenda - Should include:
Introductions

Icebreakers

Getting to Know You Activity

Trust Building Activity

Program Overview

Required Paperwork

Mentorship 

Goal Setting

Question & Answer

Binders - Each participant should be provided a binder with all

program documents. 

Online Connections - If technology and internet access are

available, demonstrate with the participants all online

components that will be utilized during the mentorship.  

PowerPoint - If technology is not available at the orientation,

create a PowerPoint that will allow a visual demonstration of

the sites.  

Documentation - Ensure that you have obtained signed copies

of documents and the participants each have a copy of their

own.

Resources :
For Icebreakers and Team Building ideas go to

https://www.pinterest.com/mvskokenation/boards/



Supplies :

Handouts :

Highlight mentee accomplishments

Recognize mentor contributions

Celebration mentoring relationships

Pens

Participant Sign In List

Display table items - book stands, easels, dress forms (mannequin),

binder clips, table cloths, etc.

Laptops - for PowerPoint presentations -  Pre load presentations,

save to a thumb drive and the cloud.

Extension cords

Meal Supplies - tablecloths, plates, napkins, plastic ware, serving

utensils, food

None

Lesson Name :  Showcase

Time needed :  4 Hours

Goals:



Instructions :

Location - The location for this event should include space for

a table and 6 feet of additional space for each mentee.  If a

meal or snacks are to be served, provide additional tables and

chairs to accommodate all participants and staff.  

Agenda - Should include:

Mentee Presentations

Food & Recognition of Mentees and Mentors

Mentee Presentations (By allowing a second time for

presentations, this allows attendees options and cuts down

on crowd if space is limited.

Resources :

None



Supplies :

Handouts :

Highlight mentee accomplishments

Recognize mentor contributions

Celebration mentoring relationships

Formal Closure of Mentee Relationships

Pens

Participant Sign In List

Meal Supplies - tablecloths, plates, napkins, plastic ware, serving

utensils, food

Copy of Youth’s Initial Goal 

PlanMentor Closure Form

Lesson Name :  Closing Ceremony

Time needed :  4 Hours

Goals:



Instructions :

Location - The location for this event should include space for

a table for each mentee, their family and the mentor.  Provide

additional seating for guests and staff.  

Agenda - Should include:

Welcome

Keynote or Special Guest Comments

Sharing Circle - Each mentee and mentor shares one

accomplishment/benefit and offers a gratitude.  

Final Activity - Closure of Mentoring Relationships (Be

creative with the closing activity.  This is an opportunity to

tie in cultural practices if appropriate.) 

Resources :

None





Post-Activity

What can be improved?

Goals met:

Copy and complete after each mentorship events to

improve presenter performance and content. 





Appendices 
Mentee Application

Mentor Application

Consent/Waver/Mandatory Reporting

Wellness Assessment

Wellness Plan

Mentee Contract

Parent Contract

Mentor Contract

Mentor Log

Presenter Report

Sign In Sheet

Match Closure Summary

Closure Letter

Mentee Survey

Mentor Survey

Project Flyers 









































(Name of Mentor, Mentee, or Parent/Guardian)

(Address)

Dear (first name),

This letter is to inform you that the mentoring relationship managed by the

Mvskoke Nation Youth Services (MNYS) program has officially ended as of

(match end date).

(Optional if applicable) We have made attempts to contact you via phone and

e-mail to no avail and regret that we are unable to meet with you and go

through a formal closure process.  

As the match has formally ended, MNYS no longer assumes responsibility for

monitoring and supervising the match and your file will be placed on an inactive

status. Thus, any future contact between match partners is at the sole discretion

of all parties involved (mentor, mentee, and parent/guardian). Any incidents

occurring due to future contact among match participants is beyond the scope

and responsibility of MNYS.

Thank you for your involvement in our program. We appreciated your

participation.

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

(Staff Name and Title)

(Contact information)

Match Closure Letter













Example
Flyers







This project was made possible through a 2019-2020 

Native Youth Culture Fund grant provided by the First Nations Institute.


